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1. Imagine you are a plant breeder interested in working with drought tolerance. What
term will you search for?
1. Be careful not to limit your terminology too early in your research, so start out doing a
general search on “drought.”
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General Gramene:
Do a general search for “drought” from the top of the Gramene home page.
2a- What types of information in Gramene are associated with “drought”?
2b – Why is this general search important?
2a - Answer: Genome info from Oryza
and Arabidopsis, Protein info, Ontology
info, Gene info, Literature info, QTL info
and Information from Rice Genetics
Newsletter.
2b – It gives a good general background
on drought information, and reviewing
the literature and RGN are good places
to get educated on drought traits to
search for, and provides internal
information and outside resources
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3a - How many standard vocabulary (ontology) terms are associated with “drought” in the
database?
3b - What ontologies are they associated with?
3c - How many contain drought in the term name?
3d - Why did some terms show up but did not contain drought in the term name, and what does
this mean for you?
3a - There are 13 results for “drought” in the ontology search.
3b – These are associated with Gene Ontology (GO), Trait Ontology (TO) and Cereal Plant
Growth Stages Ontology (GRO)
3c –7 term names contain the word “drought”
3d - Terms other than those with “drought” in the name are associated with drought, and it’s
important to explore other terms possibly associated with drought, such as leaf rolling.
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4a - How many ontology terms are there for “drought tolerance”?
4b - Why is there more than one?
4c - What are some synonyms for “drought tolerance”?
4a - There are two terms for drought tolerance
4b – They are in different ontologies - One is in GO, one is in TO
4c - Synonyms are drought resistance and DRTL.

Either
1) review previous results for
‘drought tolerance’ (there were
two)
or
2) search for “drought tolerance”
directly in ontologies
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Click on the TO Accession ID’s for drought tolerance.
5a - What do you find?
5b - What is a parent term?
5c - What is a child term?
5d - What are sibling terms?
5e - Why do you think we point this out to you?
5a – you find the ontology tree
5b Parent terms are the root term, located hierarchically above a term. Stress trait is
the parent of abiotic stress trait.
5c A child term is derived from a parent term, and is located hierarchically below it.
Drought tolerance is a child of drought related trait.
5d – Siblings of drought tolerance are drought sensitivity and drought recovery.
5e - This options provide suggestions for other search terms for your research
queries.

Parent of “water stress trait”
Child of “Stress Trait”
Parent of “drought tolerance”
Child of “Water Stress Trait”

“Drought tolerance” doesn’t
have any child terms, but it
does have siblings (with
whom it shares a parent.”
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6. What sibling or parent terms for drought tolerance may also give information on drought?
6. Siblings of ‘drought tolerance” are “drought sensitivity” and “drought recovery.” Will these
be pertinent to your area of interest?
The parent of “drought tolerance” is “water stress trait”, which has other child terms that may
or may not be related to your interest.
In the case of Trait Ontology, you would probably want to go as far back as “abiotic stress
trait.” Other terms may be related to drought, such as root penetration, leaf rolling, etc.
Drought affects many traits, and the term “drought” may not be in all of their definitions.
Therefore, it is important to not limit yourself too early in your research unless you have
already researched “drought” in the general literature and have several known traits to
research. Ontologies are used for classification purposes, but browsing the ontologies for
pertinent related information will likely yield stronger results than a single search for a single
term. As ontologies become more commonly used, these terms will be more familiar to
researchers.
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7a - How many associations are there for the term accession for “drought
tolerance” in trait ontology (TO)?
7b - If any, what type are they and what species are they associated with.
7a – There are 23 association for this term.
7b – They are QTL associations, 6 of which are associated with oryza
sativa, and 17 associated with pennisetum glaucum
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8a – What are the Accession ID’s for the QTL associated with Oryza Sativa?
8b - What is the evidence code associated with them?
8c - What does the evidence code mean?
8a – AQAN001, AQAN002, AQAN003, AQAN004, AQAN005, AQAN006
8b –IAGP
8c – Click on IAGP to find “inferred by association of genotype from phenotype”
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9a - If you click on a rice QTL Accession ID from this page, what module do you go to?
9b - Can you identify the chromosome and map position where each QTL resides.
9c - How many studies are associated with these QTL?
9a – The QTL Module
9b - AQAN001 (131.60-134.90 cM) (chromosome 5);
AQAN002 (69.10-93.60 cM) (chromosome 12);
AQAN003 (97.30-97.30 cM) (chromosome 1);
AQAN004 (162.60-162.60 cM) (chromosome 4);
AQAN005 (96.50-96.50 cM) (chromosome 8);
AQAN006 (11.30-11.30 cM) (chromosome 3)
9c – All 6 QTL were taken from one article, on one study, Gramene Literature 6923.
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10 - If you had already done all your background research, and were simply interested in
finding the QTL for drought tolerance in rice, where would you begin?

Search directly in the QTL module, or
Browse abiotic stress in QTL

